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The Commission was briefed by the NRC staff on the status of the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR) programs, performance, and plans.  The Commission commended the staff
for their many accomplishments.  The Commission encouraged the staff to bring technical
issues, such as the remaining fire protection issues, to closure in a timely and effective manner. 
The Commission also expressed interest in and support of the staff’s ability to adapt to
developments in the new reactor area given the uncertainty in the plans for utilization of new
reactor technology. 

The Commission supports continued evaluation of enhancements to the Performance Indicator
Program as a normal part of the Reactor Oversight Process.  The Commission believes that
resource considerations alone should not prevent a transition to a more risk-informed basis for
the reactor oversight process.  The staff should continue its effort to evaluate the use of a
risk-informed performance indicator to replace the Safety System Unavailability (SSU)
Performance Indicator (PI) in a timely manner.  The staff should consider creative and practical
approaches to achieve the intended purpose of this effort, including removing the "front stop"
discussed during the briefing.  The staff should also address lessons learned from the
Mitigating Systems PI pilot.  The Commission encourages the continued involvement of all
stakeholders in this effort.  The staff should address this issue in the Commission meeting
regarding the Agency Action Review Meeting.  

The Commission welcomed the staff’s creation of a joint NRR and Office of Nuclear Security
and Incident Response (NSIR) working group to review the safety-security interface.  The
working group should review NRR and NSIR processes, including licensing amendments and
the 10CFR50.59 process, to ensure safety and security implications are appropriately
addressed.   
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